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Rational secret sharing [1] is the intersection of
game theory [2] and traditional secret sharing [3].
In rational secret sharing, the players are selfish
and always behave in accordance with profit maximization. What this implies, primarily, is that
rational players prefer obtaining the secret rather
than not obtaining it and, secondarily, that players prefer as few other players as possible obtaining
the secret. Motivated by selfishness, rational players either keep silent or send incorrect shares during the reconstruction phase, thereby the fairness
and correctness of rational secret reconstruction
become difficult to achieve. For the reasons mentioned above, existing investigations have focused
on devising different reconstruction protocols, in
order to restrict the selfishness of rational players
and succeed in achieving fairness and correctness
when reconstructing secrets. However, Game theory as well as existing investigations lacks a guideline reference model that is restrictive to the selfishness of rational players. Devising rational secret reconstruction protocols has always relied on
the designers’ experience. Although many interesting and ingenious rational secret reconstruction
protocols have been presented in the absence of a
reference model, some researchers [4–6] do point
out that such protocols are likely to be inadequate
in two different ways: (1) the terminal strategy

profile is unfair; and (2) the obtained secret is incorrect.
To address the aforementioned problems, this
article introduces mechanism design [7] from the
field of microeconomics, and proposes a reference
model for the purpose of devising rational secret
reconstruction protocols. In the proposal, the rational secret reconstruction game is formalized;
then, the expected goal of this game is discussed
from the designer’s perspective and with consideration to the security, correctness and fairness of
rational secret sharing. Finally, the rational secret
reconstruction design model is defined on the basis
of mechanism design. Through this brief analysis,
we indicate that the proposed model is able to assist the designer in achieving fairness and correctness, with regard to rational secret reconstruction.
Rational secret reconstruction game. In the extensive form game [2], each player considers his
plan of action, at any point in time, when a decision needs to be made. Therefore, to cast the
execution of rational secret reconstruction protocols, we formalize the rational secret reconstruction game based on the extensive form game.
Definition 1 (Rational secret reconstruction
game). A rational secret reconstruction game is
a tuple GRS = (P, A, H, U, ∆, Res).
• P = {P1 , . . . , Pn } is the set of rational players
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in the reconstruction phase, and Pi ∈ P is the i-th
rational player.
• A = {A1 , . . . , An } is the set of rational players’ strategies in the reconstruction phase, and
(1) (2)
Ai = {ai , ai } ∈ A is the set of rational player
(1)
Pi ’s strategies. In particular, the strategy ai
denotes that rational player Pi sends his correct
(2)
share to others, and the strategy ai denotes that
rational player Pi does not send his correct share.
• H is the set of histories. A history h ∈ H is
the executed situation of the reconstruction game
at the corresponding point in time, composed of
strategies chosen by the players. For any h ∈ H,
the set of strategy profiles available after h is denoted by A(h) = {a|(h, a) ∈ H}. A history h is
called terminal if A(h) = ∅. The set of terminal
histories is denoted by Z.
• ∆ = {∆1 , . . . , ∆n } is the set of rational players’ private information with respect to the reconstruction game GRS , and ∆i ∈ ∆ is the set of
rational player Pi ’s private information. For instance, si ∈ ∆i , where the share si is assigned by
the dealer in the distribution phase.
• U = {u1 , . . . , un } is the set of rational players’
utilities, and ui ∈ {U + , U, U − , U −− , U f } is rational player Pi ’s utility. In particular, U + is the
utility of rational player Pi when he obtains the
correct secret solely; U is the utility of rational
player Pi while all the rational players obtain the
correct secret; U − is the utility of rational player
Pi when none of rational players obtains the correct secret; U −− is the utility of rational player Pi
when this player does not obtain the correct secret while others do; U f is the utility of rational
player Pi when other players perceive a fake secret
as the correct one. Furthermore, they satisfy that
“U + > U > U − > U −− ” and “U f > U − ”.
• Res(·) is the reconstruction function, which
is rational players’ common knowledge. It holds
that:
(
Res(si1 , . . . , sik ) =⊥, 1 6 k 6 t − 1,
Res(si1 , . . . , sik ) = S, t 6 k 6 n,
where S denotes the sharing secret, and the symbol “⊥” stands for “empty” information regarding
the secret S.
Rational secret reconstruction design model. To
establish an explicit design goal, with respect to
the security, correctness and fairness of rational secret sharing [4,8], the following conclusion is taken
into account:
(1) The security involved in rational secret sharing implies that no information about the secret S
can be revealed with less than t shares. Therefore,
the security of rational secret sharing relies only
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on the distribution function Dis(·). However, there
exist many ingenious secret sharing schemes, such
as Lagrange [3] or Chinese remainder theorem [9]
based schemes. The distribution functions used in
these schemes can be adopted directly to achieve
the secure rational secret sharing. Consequently,
some attention has been brought to the need for
devising rational secret reconstruction protocols.
(2) The correctness of rational secret sharing implies that at the end of the rational secret reconstruction game the output of each rational player
is either the correct secret S or the “empty”. This
contains two meanings: (i) if rational players obtain more than t correct shares, they are able to
reconstruct the secret correctly; and (ii) rational
players can distinguish between the correct and
fake shares. Obviously, when rational players have
more than t correct shares, they can reconstruct
the secret S correctly by using the function Res(·),
which is closely correlated to the distribution function Dis(·). Furthermore, since the shares are distributed by the dealer, it suffices to prevent the
dealer from cheating during the distribution phase,
the same method can be adopted for the purpose of
preventing rational players from sending incorrect
shares during the reconstruction phase. It follows
that the correctness of rational secret reconstruction is not the main concern of the designer.
By generalizing the above discussion, from the
designer’s perspective, the expected solution of the
reconstruction game GRS can be given as follows:
Definition 2 (Expected solution of the game
GRS ). Given a terminal history h ∈ Z is said
to be a solution that is expected by the designer
for the game GRS , if this history h holds that
(1)
(1)
(1)
h = (a1 |∆1 , . . . , an |∆n ), where “ai |∆i ” means
(1)
that rational player Pi chooses strategy ai , based
on his private information ∆i in the reconstruction
game GRS .
The rational secret reconstruction design model
is now proposed with the introduction of mechanism design [7] from the field of microeconomics.
Definition 3 (Rational secret reconstruction design model). The rational secret reconstruction
design model is a tuple MRS = (Z, F, p, U, Soc).
• Z is the set of all the possible terminal histories at the end of the reconstruction game GRS .
• F : (H/Z) → P is the function that assigns
the “next” rational player to each h ∈ H/Z, thus
implying the action order of rational players in the
reconstruction game GRS .
• p = {p1 , . . . , pn } is the set of additional profits for rational players, obtained from the devised
reconstruction protocols. According to the strategy ai ∈ Ai chosen by rational player Pi , the ad-
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ditional profit of rational player Pi is denoted by
pi : Z → R, where R denotes the real number field.
• U is the set of rational players’ utilities.
(1)
(1)
• Soc : ∆ × A × F × H/Z → (a1 , . . . , an ) is
the designer’s expected goal. The designer hopes
that when the turn of rational player Pi comes
for choosing the strategy at the corresponding his(1)
tory h ∈ H/Z, the player will choose strategy ai ,
based on his private information ∆i .
In our proposed reference model MRS , at the
end of the reconstruction game GRS , the profit of
rational player Pi is denoted by ũi (h) = pi (h) +
ui (h). Therefore, when the designer adopts the
proposed model MRS as a guideline, the fundamental design principle is max16i6n {ui + pi } ⇔
(1)
(1)
h = (a1 |∆1 , . . . , an |∆n ) ∈ Z. In other words,
for each rational player Pi , the profit can be maximized if, and only if, the player sends the correct
share to the other players.
Analysis. In the following, it is briefly explained
that, under the instruction of our proposed reference model MRS , the terminal strategy profile is
fair and that the obtained secret is correct when
the devised rational secret reconstruction protocol
is performed, therefore, the fairness and correctness of the rational secret reconstruction game are
achieved.
(1) The terminal strategy profile is fair. The rational players’s preference in being the only ones
to obtain the secret causes the side effect of the
terminal strategy profile to be potentially unfair
in existing rational secret reconstruction protocols.
However, by means of the presented model MRS ,
the designer computes rational players’ utilities using different strategy profiles. According to the expected goal, it is easy for the designer to devise the
payment function and motivate rational players to
send correct shares during the execution of rational secret reconstruction protocols. As a result,
the terminal strategy profile is fair and therefore
overall fairness is achieved in rational secret reconstruction.
(2) The obtained secret is correct. While some
rational players prefer that other players perceive
a fake secret as the correct one, the correct secret may not be reconstructed in existing rational
secret reconstruction protocols. Essentially, this
happens because the designer does not have a clear
idea of how selfish each rational player is. However, in our proposed reference model MRS , the
set Z consists of all the possible terminal histories in the reconstruction game GRS . Additionally, the set U represents the utilities of rational
players, with respect to the corresponding terminal
history. Both of these two sets help the designer
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mull over all the possible results of the reconstruction game GRS , thereby circumventing the problem mentioned above. In this way, the correctness
of the rational secret reconstruction is guaranteed.
Conclusion. Due to the lack of a guideline reference model, the designer always relies on his
own experience when devising rational secret reconstruction protocols. This has a negative impact
on the fairness and correctness of rational secret
reconstruction. This article formalizes the rational secret reconstruction game, based on the extensive form game, and analyzes the expected solution with consideration to the security, correctness
and fairness of rational secret sharing. Finally, by
introducing the mechanism design from the field of
microeconomics, a reference model for devising rational secret reconstruction protocols is proposed.
The effectiveness of the proposed design model is
indicated in brief.
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